Talkabout Literacy is a literacy support group for Years 1,2 and 3 students who are
experiencing difficulty learning to read and spell. The program is a structured, synthetic
phonics program that teaches children the relationship between speech sounds and the
letters that represent them and how to apply this to reading and spelling tasks (using blending
and segmenting skills).

Each Talkabout Literacy group includes 6 students who work with a specialist teacher and
an education assistant, this ratio ensures intensive and explicit instruction with children
working in small groups of 3 for 2 hours each week.

All students are assessed at the beginning of the year to gather baseline data and to
inform groupings and individualised goals and targets. At the completion of each term,
students are reassessed to inform student progress and planning for the term ahead.
Assessment results (in the form of a summary report) are also shared with families at the
end of each term. These reports are also useful to share with each child’s mainstream
school.

All of our Talkabout teachers and education assistants are Sounds~Write trained and
certified. Sounds~Write is an evidence based structured, synthetic phonics program that is
recommended by Dyslexia SPELD, Speech Pathologists and Literacy Specialists to support
children experiencing literacy difficulties. The program is delivered each week in Talkabout
Literacy.

Our Talkabout Literacy teachers often liaise with their students’ mainstream teachers to
provide a team based approach to each child’s literacy development. Talkabout Literacy
teachers can share assessment results and student progress with mainstream teachers.
Talkabout Literacy teachers can also assist with setting Individual Education Plan (IEP)
goals, share resources and learning strategies to be implemented in the classroom, and
work with mainstream teachers to ensure the home workload between school and
Talkabout Literacy is manageable and effective.

Research shows that students who are struggling with reading and spelling will
benefit most using a structured, synthetic phonics program.

Systematic and Structured
Children who are struggling with reading and spelling benefit from being explicitly
taught the different ways speech sounds are represented in words. There are 44
speech sounds in our English language and when spelling, these sounds can be
represented by over 200 spelling patterns, for example; the /ay/ sound (as in “day”)
can be represented by <a> <a-e> <ai> <eigh> <ay> and many more.

When these sounds and their spelling patterns are introduced in a structured,
systematic and explicit way, children are more likely to be able to recognise them
when reading and apply them when spelling and experience greater success in their
literacy development.

A child’s reading and spelling typically develops along a word structure continuum.
Initially children will learn to read and spell vowel (V) consonant (C) words (in, at)
before moving to consonant vowel consonant (CVC) words (cat, big, pet) and
beyond. The word structure continuum is outlined below:
CV (in)  CVC (big) CVCC (jump) CCVC (trip)  CCVCC (crimp)  CCCVC (split)  CCCVCC (splint)

Effective reading and spelling instruction should ensure that a child has consolidated
the ability to read and spell through a word structure before moving to the next step
(e.g. a child should be able to read CVC words before being exposed to CVCC words).

.

Synthetic (synthesising or blending sounds to read)
Literacy programs that rely heavily on memory based tasks (such as long lists of sight words
and look-cover-write-checks) and multi-cuing (using pictures to ‘read’ or guess words; using
initial sounds to ‘read’ or guess words) don’t allow students enough opportunity to practice
and develop their segmenting and blending skills which can significantly limit their literacy
development.
Children who have difficulty learning to read and spell require repeated opportunity to
practice blending sounds to read words (e.g. “/c/ /a/ /t/ = cat”) and segmenting sounds to
spell words (e.g. “cat = /c/ /a/ /t/”).
Repeated practice with blending and segmenting to read and spell leads to reading and
writing fluency and greater literacy success.

Home readers should:
 provide repeated exposure to the spelling patterns a child has been taught
 provide repeated opportunity to practice blending these patterns (as sounds) to read
words
 be sequenced in their introduction of word structures (e.g. CVC, CCVC) children
should only use readers that include word structures up to their own instructional
level
 be engaging, fun and allow frequent success and movement through a series
Talkabout literacy uses the Phonics Book UK series of decodable readers (including
Dandelions, Talisman, Alba, Magic Belt and Totem). These readers are not just targeted and
effective, their story lines are extremely motivating and engaging to read and a big hit with
our students! As well as reading these in our session, Children loan these readers each
week for home reading practice.

Children with speech and language difficulties or disorders are at greater risk of
experiencing literacy difficulties as they enter formal schooling. This is thought to be
the case as both speech & language development and literacy development rely on
some of the same cognitive processes (phonological / phonemic awareness,
phonological memory, working memory, rapid automatic naming).

The science of reading and many robust studies reassures us that while children with
developmental speech and language difficulties or disorders may be at risk of literacy
difficulties they can achieve reading and spelling success through a structured,
synthetic phonics based approach to literacy instruction. A structured, synthetic
phonics based approach supports a child's cognitive and phonological processes scaffolding, supporting and developing a child's reading and spelling skills.

Talkabout Literacy offers support for children experiencing difficulties with reading and
spelling development, who are able to effectively work in a small group setting. Your
child’s Talkabout 5 teacher and / or mainstream teacher will be able to guide you in in
deciding if Talkabout Literacy would be recommended to support your child’s literacy
development. Enquiries can also be made to the Talkabout Literacy team if you would
like to discuss the suitability of the program for your child.

Talkabout Literacy runs for a block of nine to ten weeks (dependent on the school
term). The weekly sessions are for two hours. Please refer to the Talkabout Literacy
enrollment form for current days and session times.

Enrolment in the Talkabout Literacy program for 2019 opens in October this year.
Enrolments are also accepted throughout the school year, dependent on places. Places
can be secured by completing an enrolment form and emailing it to the Deputy Principal
of the Talkabout Program, Natalie Willacy (nwillacy@tsh.org.au) or Family Liaison
Officer, Michelle Jamieson (mjamieson@tsh.org.au).
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